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The Buttery Respirator by Feuchter is an FFP2-certied respiratory mask 
(NR, non reusable), which has been tested according to 
EN 149:2001 + A1:2009.
It therefore complies with the PPE guidelines according to 425/2016.

Our Buttery Respirator oers many advantages:
1. Buttery design: guarantees very good t + perfectly sealing seat
2. 2. 5-layer lter system: provides very high bacterial lter performance 
(especially by 5th layer: Hot Air Cotton)
3. Higher wearing comfort: by absorbing the breathing air humidity
(less moisture accumulation in the mouth)
4. Longer protection period: by protecting the lter medium (meltblown)
from moisture action (breathing air)
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SAFETY FIRST with our FFP2 Buttery Respirator.
Best quality – made in Germany!

Our special “buttery” shape and our 
5-layer lter system are unbeatable components!

We can also convince with STYLE - 
watch our new Color Editions !



 DIFFERENT COLORS
OR WITH INDIVIDUAL LOGO*

* dierent colors and individual logos are available 
for our Buttery Respirator and our FFP2-Mini-Mask (light)
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PASTEL COLORS

BUSINESS COLORS



high wearing comfort, 
also for people who wear glasses

BUTTERFLY RESPIRATOR 
FILTER PERFORMANCE: 97%

LEAKAGE: <3%

11cm

15,8cm

very good and tight t 
due to improved design

highly ecient 5-layer lter system 
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The FFP2 folding mask without valve is a particle-ltering half mask providing protection for a maximum duration 
of use equivalent to one work shift. The dust mask fulls the requirements of Regulation (EU) 2016/425 and 
European standard EN 149:2001 + A1:2009.

Safety instructions
Read and store the instructions prior to rst use.
Store in the dark, and protect against UV radiation and sunlight.
Shelf life: 2 years
Not reusable!

ATTENTION!
Do not use in temperatures greater than 50 °C ( 4 ).
Do not use in an environment with an oxygen level less than 19 %.
Do not use in a toxic gas environment.
Not recommended for children, pregnant women or old people.
Do not use in explosive atmospheres.
DDo not wear a mask if you are having trouble breathing or when sleeping.
Not reusable (maximum use 1 work shift).

Precautionary measures
Ensure that the particle-ltering half mask is properly seated in a leak-tight manner.
Before use, check whether: ear loops, nose clip and mask body are undamaged; the expiry date has not been 
exceeded; the mask is free of dirt and contaminants.
Store the mask in a dry, well-ventilated, corrosion-resistant environment with air humidity less than 80 % ( 3 )
and a temperature between −30 °C and 50 °C ( 4 ). Store away from easily ammable materials and replaces or 
similasimilar. This product is not suitable for special applications such as anoxic environments, underwater use, 
re containment, protection against industrial dust, or to protect children’s respiratory systems.
People with abnormal heart and/or lung function should only use the mask with caution.
If a mask is damaged or breathing resistance is signicantly increased, replace the mask promptly.
If you feel unwell or similarly incapacitated, please stop your activity immediately.
Facial hair or scars in the areas of the edge of the mask signicantly increase the likelihood of the mask leaking.

Use
1. Open the mask and 1. Open the mask and rotate it so the nose clip is at the top. Pull on the elastic ear loops with both hands.
2. Lightly press the mask against chin and nose. In doing so, ensure that your mouth and nose are completely covered.
3. Pull the ear loops behind the ears and adjust them until the mask sits comfortably.
4. Use both hands to match the nose clip to your nose shape. Run two ngers down the nose clip from the nose bridge 
until the nose clip is rmly seated against the nose bridge. (If the nose clip is ad- justed using just one hand, it may 
impair the seating of the mask, which in turn can lead to serious injury and illness).
5. 5. Cover the mask with both your hands, making sure in particular that your hands cover the areas where the edge of 
the mask touches the face. Now breathe in and out deeply several times. Further adjust the seating of the mask and ear
loops if breathing air still escapes.

Do not use the masks in an environment above 50°C
Do not use the masks in an environment with an oxygen

saturation of less than 19%
Do not use the masks in a toxic gas environment

Not recommended for children, pregnant women or elderly persons
Do not use the masks in an explosive atmosphere

DDo not wear the masks if breathing feels hard or during sleep
Do not wear the masks for more than one shift

do not use if package is damaged!
please refer to the manual before use! 

WARNING

INFORMATION AND INSTRUCTIONS





The FFP2 - Mini - Mask (light) by Feuchter is an FFP2 certied respiratory mask
(NR, non-reusable) tested according to EN 149:2001 + A1:2009.
It therefore complies with the PPE guidelines according to 425/2016.

Our FFP2 - Mini - Mask (light) oers many advantages:
1. Light: guarantees a more than 100% increase in breathability 
thanks to our new non-woven fabric
2. 2. Mini: guarantees very good t + very good sealing seat for small faces
(especially for women and children)
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Our FFP2-Mini-Mask (light) 
can also convince with STYLE - 
watch our new Color Editions !
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new, innovative eece

increases breathability by over 100%

small t 
adjustable nose wire 

wide and soft ear loops

MOST IMPORTANT
FACTS

highly ecient 5-layer lter system
(4th and 5th layer are compounded) 

resulting in higher breathability 
(increased more than 100%) 

small t
ts perfectly for small faces 
(women and children)

9,5cm

14cm
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